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Construction Grammar

3. Constraints are drawn from
lexical, syntactic, and semantic representations
Lexical

Idea 1. Usage-based Grammar: Any representation can be stored… but not all are worth storing
Question

1. CxG represents grammar using constraint-based constructions (1a and 2a)

Word-forms from background corpus
(500 token threshold in ~ 1 billion words)

Using a metric based on

Memory

vs

Computation

Minimum Description Length
(memory vs. computation),

2. Each construction is made up of slots, each of which is defined by a constraint

Syntactic

is the best model of
the generalization of constraints

Idea 2. Exemplar Theory: Grammaticalized representations emerge from exemplar / proto-type constructions
Ditransitive
“Send me an email”

Categories from the Universal POS tagset

within constructions

Annotated using RDRpostagger

based on

Idioms: “Give me a hand”

Frequency measures

Semantic

or

Novel Forms: “Smiled himself an upgrade”

Association measures?

Word embeddings clustered using x-means
Clusters divided again by syntactic categories

Frequency

ΔP is a bi-directional measure
(unlike PMI)

Grammar Quality

Hypothesis
A construction is a template which each slot-constraint must fit.

Minimum Description Length

Probability is Key to MDL

Operationalizes usage-based grammar’s balance between
memory and computation

1. Representation Types: Considered equally probable (no explicit bias)

Search for the candidates with the highest global frequency
(but use local association to reduce the number of candidates to count)

Encoding size
of the grammar
(on its own)

2. Slot-Constraints: Equally probable by type (favors smaller alphabets)

Encoding size
of the data

(with the grammar)

3. Constructions (in L1): Sum of representation types and constraints

Construction-as-Template

4. Constructions (in L2): Based on observed frequency in training data
Frequency of templates
matters the most,

regardless of internal

5. Regret (in L2): Based on frequency of unencoded words (errors)

Encoding size
is based on
probability

relationships between slots

Association

Results

Hypothesis
An entrenched construction creates a chain of associated slot-constraints.

Search for the chain with the highest global association strength

Compression = MDL Score / Baseline

Experimental Set-up: Same pipeline for both models (only selection algorithm differs) (see paper)
Evaluation: Calculate MDL metric on 5 independent test sets per language (each with 10 mil words)

(lower is better)

Association-based model is
significantly better on all languages

But it is not quite so simple….

Size
of the grammar

(but use global frequency as a final selection parameter)
Construction-as-Transitions

The best global chain of
transitions outweighs
frequent sequences,
allowing uncommon constructions

For Portuguese,
errors make up
most of the
encoding size

Size
of the data

Size
of errors
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